96 alive. In that blunt and magnificent speech which Juarez
makes to the assembled plenipotentiaries of the foreign
powers one felt that the tragic plight of Mexico under
Maximilian had curious and throbbing analogies with the
present perilous position of Greece. The only true friend
which Greece has at this moment, the only relatively dis-
interested one, is America. Of that I shall have more to
say when I come to Crete,, the birthplace of Venizelos as
well as of El Greco. But to witness the showing of a film
in which all forms of dictatorship is dramatically de-
nounced, to witness it in the midst of an audience whose
hands are tied, except to applaud, is an impressive event.
It was one of those rare^noments when I felt that, in a
world which is almost entirely gagged, shackled and man-
acled, to be an American is almost a luxury.
The second event was a visit to the astronomical ob-
servatory in Athens, arranged for Durrell and myself by
Theodore Stephanides who, as an amateur astronomer,
has made admittedly important astronomical discoveries.
The officials received us very cordially, thanks to the gen-
erous aid given them by American fellow-workers in this
field. I had never looked through the telescope of a bona
fide observatory before. Nor had Durrell, I presume. The
experience was sensational, though probably not alto-
gether in accord with the expectations of our hosts. Our
remarks, which weire juvenile and ecstatic, seemed to be-
wilder them. We certainly did not display the orthodox
reactions to the wonders that were unfolded. I shall never
forget their utter amazement when Durrell, who was
gazing at the Pleiades, suddenly exclaimed—'"Rosicrw-
wml" What did he mean by that? they wanted to know.
I mounted the ladder and took a look for myself. I doubt
if I can describe the effect of that first breathless vision
of a'splintered star world. The image I shall always •
retain is that of Chartres, an effulgent rose window shat-.'

